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DOLAN DESIGNS TO MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTE RECESSO LIGHTING
PORTLAND, Ore. (Feb. 28, 2013) –Dolan Designs®, a Portland-based manufacturer of fine
lighting, and Recesso Lighting™, the award-winning decorative recessed lighting solution,
announces today an exclusive new licensing agreement. According to the agreement, Dolan
Designs will become the exclusive worldwide manufacturer and distributor of Recesso Lighting.
The company will focus on rapid growth of the award-winning
recessed light fixtures from Recesso Lighting, which first entered the
marketplace at the 2010 LIGHTFAIR International.*
Dolan plans to expand upon Recesso’s popular designs of recessed
light shades offering a broader collection to meet the needs of
residential and showroom customers.
Recesso’s first products include the
Converter Kit™ (shown at right) and
Recesso’s patented recessed lighting
fixtures (locking ring and twist on shade
shown at left) all designed to transform any
recessed light into a new decorative fixture. A host of new shade
and fixture options, including semi-flush and pendant styles, are
under development and will be introduced at the Dallas Market in
June 2013.
“Pat Dolan and the team from Dolan Designs have followed our product for several years and
realize its potential,” said Cheryl Engstrom, Recesso inventor and company founder. “We could
not have linked up with a better partner. We are thrilled to tap into the proven expertise of
Dolan Designs to add new life to our ideas and significantly spur on sales of Recesso Lighting.”
“We see strong potential for Recesso and plan to build a collection to appeal to a broad
audience of residential and commercial customers,” says Pat Dolan, founder of Dolan Designs.
“The product addresses a real need in the industry to retrofit recessed lighting and offer a fresh
new solution not available today. We look forward to re-launching it in June.”

For more information, go to Recesso Lighting (www.recessolighting.com) or Dolan Designs
(www.dolandesigns.com),
# # #
About Dolan Designs
Dolan Designs® creates stylish and quality lighting fixtures and portable lighting for the
residential and commercial markets. The company focuses on lighting for the home by creating
distinctive looks in simple, clean and classic designs that complement a wide variety of
decorating styles. It's the attention to detail that differentiates this exciting line-up. The
company is headquartered in Portland, Oregon.
About Recesso Lighting
Recesso Lighting was created in 2009 with one purpose: transform recessed lighting into
decorative fixtures. Using the patented mounting ring, the company offers a full collection of
decorative fixtures that easily install around any recessed light. The companies Converter Kit™
turns any recessed light into a J-box from which decorative fixture up to 45 pounds can be
hung, including chandeliers, pendants, ceiling lights and track lighting.
Recesso Lights is the winner of the prestigious 2010 LIGHTFAIR Innovations
Award in the following Best of Category: Chandeliers, Pendants, Sconces,
Task Lights, and Decorative Luminaires: Locking Ring and Decorative
Lights by Recesso Lighting.

